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Your personality characteristics, destiny and the planetary position at the time of your birth are closely
interconnected. Scholars all over the world have undoubtedly established this fact. The decimal number system using
digits 1 to 9 and zero is the universally accepted system and we use these numbers hundreds of times every day.
However the numbers related to your birth and name have special significance for you. The hidden meanings in these
numbers, can reveal your personality characteristics, as well as predict your fortune.
ASTRO-VISION DigiTell Numerology has been computerized, on the basis of numerous authentic works, on the
subject and expert findings. The 'Birth Number' derived from the date of birth and the 'Name Number' derived from
the numerological equivalent of the letters in the name are the important aspects considered. The compatibility
between 'Birth Number' and 'Name Number' is analysed. The numbers assigned to the letters of the alphabet are:
A,I,J,Q,Y=1 B,K,R=2 C,G,L,S=3 D,M,T=4 E,H,N,X=5 U,V,W=6 O,Z=7 F,P=8. Number 9 is not assigned to any
letter.
Numerological Analysis of Name and Date of Birth
Anushka Shetty
You are known by the above name. As far as you are concerned, this is the SOUND repeated most often. It is said by
Indian scholars in numerology, who believe in magic incantations, that sound waves exert great influences on human
lives.
1. Name Number (Nama Sankhya)
Numerologists assign numeric values to every letter in the English alphabet. Thus each letter of your name has a
value. The sum of these values is reduced to a single digit root number. This is taken as your name number. Please
note how the calculations are made based on your name.
Anushka Shetty
15635210355441
Total = 45
4 + 5 = 9
2. Compound Name Number (Samyuktha Nama Sankhya)
Compound Name Number is the higher level number from which your 'Name Number' is derived. Please note the
steps involved.
Anushka Shetty
15635210355441
Total = 45
3. Birth Number (Janma Sankhya)
The DATE on which you are born is reduced to a single digit root number. This is your 'Birth Number'. (Month and
year are not considered).
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4. Fate Number (Vidhi Sankhya)
Your fate number is the total of the value of digits in the DATE, MONTH and YEAR of your birth, brought to a
single digit root number. Please see the steps involved.
0 + 7 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 8 + 1 = 28
2 + 8 = 10
1 + 0 = 1
5. Compound Fate Number (Samyuktha Vidhi Sankhya)
Compound Fate Number is the higher level number from which the 'Fate Number' is derived.
0 + 7 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 8 + 1 = 28
Effect of Birth Number and Ruling Planet
There are only 9 important planets in our solar system. Similarly, there are only nine numbers by which all our
calculations are made. All the other numbers are mere repetitions only. Each number is assigned to a planet, by
experts in Occultism, Chaldean, Hindu, Egyptian and Hebrew.
The secret of Numerology is the mysterious law of vibrations. Your birth date can be reduced to a single digit key
number. This number represents a planet. You and the planet attached to your number will have the same vibrations
which lasts all through your life.
Your Birth Number is 7.
According to the western system, the number seven symbolizes the Planet Neptune. However, Indian numerologists
have assigned number 7 to 'KETU' the descending node of Moon. In either case, the sign associated with MOON is
assigned to this number.
You are generally independent and determined. Therefore your individuality is remarkably strong. You love changes
in the environment. So you enjoy travelling. You often appear restless. You may not mind spending your resources to
get settled at far away lands. You develop a general knowledge about the world at large.
You can become a good writer, painter or poet if you really try. You may develop a peculiar philosophy of your own.
You are not unduly concerned about the material progress you make. However, you may become rich by virtue of
your originality. You will spend a good deal for charitable purposes. You are always looking for a strong attachment
in life. Hence you may get married comparatively young.
You have good ideas of business. But it is important you implement them as you plan. Import and export business
appears good for you. You may have very special ideas about religion. You may not like to take the common path.
You will enjoy special and remarkable dreams and a great leaning to occultism. You are gifted with the power of
intuition. Your magnetic personality will have a great influence on others.
Effect of Birth Number and Name Number
Let us now look at the effect of the 'Birth Number' and 'Name Number' on your character and future.
To achieve the best possible results, these two numbers should be compatible. The general rule is that all the
numbers affecting your life should be in mutual agreement with one another.
In your case, both these numbers are compatible. Hence, you can feel happy and confident.
Since your name starts with the letter A, it has special significance for you
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It is a symbol of your ambitious nature. It indicates that you have a strong will power. In fact, you are constructive by
nature. You leave little room for false impressions to be carried by others, regarding your intentions. You make them
clear, direct and positive.
Your 'Birth Number' is 7. You can easily convince others that you are a trustworthy and truthful girl. You have an
enchanting personality from many angles. You normally dress in a simple but elegant style. No doubt, you set a good
example for other girls to follow.
You are always careful in speech. You have your own independent views on everything. However, you are likely to
lose your good friends in course of time, if you do not control your short temper.
You are interested in art. You will experience the hard realities of life, during your early childhood. If you enter
politics, you are likely to develop extreme views. However, you will occupy a position of authority. You can be a
good painter, writer or poet. You are fond of travelling and thereby acquiring knowledge.
You love adventure. You may not amass money as you do not care much for it. However, you will become a
housewife who leads an excellent family life, with self-respect. Your marriage may be based on your respect for
human values rather than wealth.
You are advised to take care to avoid accidents, especially while travelling or working in the kitchen. You may get
marks of injury on your body. You may be frugal at home and appear to be otherwise outdoors.
Important Persons With Birth Number 7
Pandit Madan Mohan Malavya, Janab Jinnah, Sir Isaac Newton, Charles Dickens, Charlie Chaplin, Ravi Shankar,
John Wayne, K.A.Abbas, Tom Jones, Pierre Cardin, Ringo Star, Marie Curie, Shah of Iran, Mihir Sen, Nissim
Ezekiel, N.K.Palkhewala, Vijay Tendulkar, George Harrison, H.S.Vatsyayan.
As you are born on 7th, You are a girl devoted to the Almighty. Further, you will develop a good sense of humour
also. You are innocent by birth. As you are an analytical thinker, you may appear slow in taking decisions. You are
fond of travelling. Only those very close to you will understand you.
The Effect of Fate Number and Compound Fate Number
In calculating your 'Fate Number', the MONTH and YEAR of birth are also considered whereas 'Birth number' is
calculated from the Date of birth only.
The basic single fate numbers, 1 to 9, represent worldly aspects. This number denotes what you appear to be in the
eyes of your friends, colleagues and those you deal with closely. But the double or compound fate numbers represent
the hidden influences that play behind the scene. Your destiny or future can be better understood by analysing such
compound numbers. So they are said to denote the spiritual aspects. Your birth number gives information about the
physical and material side of your life. While the fate number reveals more of occult or spiritual side of your life.
The findings based on your 'Compound Fate Number' are as follows:
Your 'Fate Number' is 1 while your 'Compound Fate Number' is 28. This number is full of contradictions. On the
side, you are a lady of great promise and potential. But unless, you are very careful in spending your resources, you
may have to regret later. You may meet with failure if you develop unfounded trust in men. You may have to face
opposition and competition from others. At times, the interpretation of law may work against your personal interest.
After achieving a certain degree of success, you may have to start all over again through. Your future seems
unpredictable.
You will choose a peaceful means of living. You are likely to become a lady lawyer, speaker or writer. You may
even be a political woman. You can add to your wealth by means of your intellect. You should pay special attention
towards the health of your husband, particularly during his middle age. Your life will be free from bitter experiences.
Name and fame will naturally come to you.
The Effect of Name Number and Compound Name Number
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The sages of ancient India brought forth the theory for the first time, that letters of the alphabet are related to
numerical figures. A theory popularized through the English language by Western Numerologists. Thus, each letter
of your name spelt in English is assigned a numerical value. All these numbers are added to get your NAME
NUMBER. One can predict your personality characteristics, on the basis of your Name Number and its Compound
Name Number.
Since your 'Name Number' is 9 and 'Compound Name Number' is 45, you will be a girl with an intense personality,
not known to many. Your progress will of course be the result of your own toil. It should be admitted that you can
influence anyone with your sweet words. You are entitled to positions of high rank. If necessary, you can surprise
others, with your talents.
45 is certainly a good number, which can give you favourable results. Naturally, you are going to occupy a seat of
power and authority. Thus you will be in a commanding position. Your creative skills will be appreciated by all. It
will be possible for you to carry out your good plans and ideas independently rather than getting diluted with the
influence of others. If this number happens to appear in connection with your future plans, it will really be fortunate.
Married Life
Since your 'Birth Number' is 7, you may have to try hard to find a person who is totally acceptable to you. You have
to put in your best to make your married life a happy and successful one. You care for the upbringing of your
children. There may be disparity in social or economic status between your family and that of your husband's.
Health
You may suffer from constipation unless you are careful to take precautions. You are recommended to take yogic
exercise to improve general health. You are a girl who may easily get irritated and worried. This may be due to
physical or emotional reasons. However, this is not a desirable quality at all. You should not stretch yourself at work
beyond your physical limits. You are likely to get pimples and boils at an early age. So you should include a lot of
cucumber, cabbage, spinach and fruits in your diet. During the months of January, February, July and August, you
may experience health problems. Changes are likely in your health at the ages of 7, 16, 25, 34, 43 and 52. Being a
female, these changes are of particular significance.
Profession
You can pursue the fields of chemical manufacture, trade, liquor industry, export, import and agency services. You
can represent medical services also. Alternatively, you may be able to help your husband far more effectively, if he
happens to be in any one of the areas given here.
Remedies
The purpose of the study of DigiTell Numerology report is to analyse and understand how to improve your
personal effectiveness in life. The following guidelines will be useful for you.
Favourable Days
Your 'Birth Number' is 7. This is the most significant date for you. Any appropriate series of this number as well
other numbers harmonious with 7 can also be utilised as good dates. The dates 7, 16 and 25 will always bring you
luck. But 25 is the most fortunate date for you. On 16th, you may have a mixture of fortune and misfortune.
As your 'Birth Number' is 7,the best days of the week for you are Sunday and Monday. When you fix dates for vital
matters, remember to choose these days.
Find out the real dates which satisfy both the conditions. (ie. good date as well as day of the week). Give top priority
to execute your most important plans and ideas on these days only.
Harmony of Numbers
The numbers affecting your life are,'Birth Number','Fate Number' and 'Name Number'.
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In your case they are 7 , 1 and 9
Remember that other numbers in harmony with your 'Birth Number' are 1,2 and 9. Also, the letters O and Z are good
for you.
As far as possible, all your numbers should have the same vibrations as your "Birth Number", in order to produce
harmonious vibrations. Or else, there may be clash of numbers affecting your life thereby resulting in poor
performance.
Ideally the number of your house or vehicle should vibrate with your favourable number. If the number of your house
or vehicle cannot be changed due to other reasons, you can evolve suitable names for your house and vehicle, which
produce similar vibrations.
The name of the town, city or country where you stay should also produce the same harmonic vibration as that of
your Birth number. This can be determined by the use of 'DigiTell'.
Compatibility with Others
Your 'Birth Number' is 7. Persons with Birth Numbers 1, 2 and 9 are compatible. It is good to remember this fact
when you choose your friends and business partners. Though 3 and 5 won't do you any harm, you must regard 6 and
8 as your enemies.
Favourable Colors
Make sure you dress yourself in colours most favourable for you. Your lucky colours are green, white and yellow.
Pale shades are generally more suitable for you. These colours, have an soothing effect on your nerves. You will also
be able to rest and sleep better in rooms having your own favourable colour shades.
Music
Number and music show very decided affinities. Listen to the kind of music that stimulates and energizes you.
Since your 'Birth Number' is 7, you are likely to be inspired by string and wind instruments such as violin, cello, harp
and pipe.
Favourable Directions
As your 'Birth Number' is 7, you should give importance to the direction of West. When you make a journey for
something very important, take the first few steps towards this direction first and only then turn to your destination.
This will no doubt bring you fortune. Arrange your work table and discuss matters of importance with this fact in
mind.
Prayers and Mental Tuning
Since your 'Birth Number' is 7, it would be good for you to worship 'Mahamaya', the presiding deity of 'Ketu', if your
religious faith allows you to do so.
The effectiveness of your Birth Number can be further improved by suitably employing your inborn capabilities. You
are clearly bestowed with the power of concentration of your mind. This can be developed and utilised to any level
depending on your determination. You should also grasp the meaning and symbolism of your 'Birth Number'. You
should think and emotionally attempt to merge with that number and the symbol. In time, you will become part and
parcel of your number. This aspect of the science is well developed by the ancient Indian culture. Our learned Gurus
have developed mantras and poojas, with the repetition of the names of Gods and Goddesses to facilitate your power
of concentration.
Await eagerly, the date you have fixed for action, based on the guidelines for choosing dates. Focus your mind on the
programme and do not hesitate. Head straight to your topic and do the job well.
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As you begin to follow these suggestions, do not expect to find any dramatic change in your luck instantly. Change is
a slow process which requires patience and determined effort. With confidence, you are sure to succeed and become
more effective.
With the best wishes
ASTRO-VISION
Note:
This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. But
we do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of
this report.
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